Dr. Pratap Sundar is a co-facilitator of the Nature’s Wisdom Workshop. He wears many
hats: he is an engineer, scientist, spiritualist, naturalist,
author, teacher, corporate trainer and consultant. He
is an ardent explorer of nature. In this workshop he
presents to the audience vignettes of stunning beauty
and wisdom in nature. With his versatility, sagacity
and bubbling enthusiasm, he leaves an indelible
impression on the workshop participants. He received
his B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering and M.Tech
in Industrial Engineering from Sri Venkateswar
University, India, and Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering
from Northeastern University, Boston.
In the earlier part of his career he worked as an
Assistant Professor at the National Institute of Industrial Engineering (NITIE), Mumbai
for 9 years. After his Ph.D. in 2000 he worked in the US for 6 years for two diﬀerent
companies: Paraform, a Silicon Valley company in Santa Clara as a Customer Advocacy
Manager; and Innovation Sports, Los Angeles as a Director of Manufacturing. In 2006
he returned to India for good to establish his profession base there.
His insatiable spiritual thirst has led him to explore every possible source of knowledge
dealing with truth and true meaning of life. He regularly gives inspiring lectures on
nature to a wide variety of audience.

From Breakdowns
To Breakthroughs
Dr. Warlu Nalajala is a co-facilitator of the Nature’s
Wisdom Workshop. He is a certiﬁed neuro-linguistic
programming trainer, personal development coach,
writer, motivator and educator. In this workshop he
educates and motivates the workshop participants to
leverage their inner potential to achieve phenomenal
success.

and success education.

Dr. Nalajala is the founder of Warlu’s Institute of Success
Education (WISE). He did his doctoral dissertation on
communication skills. He was trained by national and
international experts in management, communication,
leadership, psychology, neuro-linguistic programming,

Dr. Warlu has conducted several professional public training programs for judges,
educationists, civil servants, public and political representatives, print and electronic
media personnel, doctors, pilots, priests, business tycoons and corporate executives.
People from all walks of life have attended his transformative workshops. More than
one hundred thousand people beneﬁted by attending his power-packed programs.
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ature is all that there is from Higgs boson to the cosmos billions of light
years beyond. Though we are an inalienable part of nature, we tend to
live by notions that contradict this fact and, as a consequence, fail to
appreciate the beauty and joy that life has to oﬀer. The main goal of the two-day
Nature’s Wisdom Workshop is to dispel this disconnect between the parts and the
whole and promote the celebration of life. The speaker of this workshop, Dr._Sriram
Gajula, discusses the essential attributes of nature – duality, awareness, love, wisdom
and their connection to life. He expounds on nature’s fundamental tenets, that is,
unity in diversity; connectedness in separateness; equitability in disparity; smiles in
tears; and gains in losses. He presents simple yet impactful examples and metaphors
to drive these subtle truths and concepts home. This engaging workshop can bring
total transformation in the audience’s inner wisdom as well as positively aﬀect their
actions, outlook, attitude, values, behavior, emotional mastery, and performance.
At the end of the program one will be able to understand, recognize, and actualize
nature’s wisdom in all walks of life. As a take home of this program one should be
able to perennially celebrate his/her life through smiles and tears.

OBJECTIVES

This exploratory training program is intended
to:

♦ Expose participants to the nature’s
wisdom for uninterrupted peace and
joy
♦ Hone one’s inner wisdom to stay
calm and collective even in stressful
situations
♦ Train participants to leverage nature’s
wisdom to actualiz e their full
potential
♦ Help participants to live a life of their
choice yet stay in tune with nature
♦ Fortify all the spokes of the life wheel
with nature’s wisdom
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A Two-day
Transformative
Workshop for Joy,
Peace and Peak
Performance

CONTENTS

Nature’s wisdom
The laws of life and nature
The laws of interpersonal relations
N a t u r e ’s w i s d o m f o r p e a k
performance
Nature’s blueprint for success
Nature’s unfathomable intelligence
and love
Nature inspired ways for problem
solving and effective decision
making
Leadership building through nature’s
wisdom
Eﬀective Decision-making and
Problem-solving

Holiday Inn
242 Adams Place
Boxborough, MA 01709
Phone: 978-263-8701

Workshop 2 : Santa Clara, CA, October 27-28, 2012
Contact : Murali Krishna Sreeramagiri
Nature’s Wisdom Workshop Venue
Phone : 949-394-0374
2903 Bunker Hill Lane Suite 150
E-mail : help@smilingtears.org
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Website :smilingtears.org/santaclara
Phone: 949-394-0374
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Joy

Dr. Sriram Gajula, who is commonly addressed
as “Sriram Sir” with reverence, is the chief
architect and facilitator of the Nature’s Wisdom
Workshop. He is a spiritual scientist, psychologist,
philosopher, poet, author, speaker, seer and sage.
He brings to the workshop the essence of what
he has distilled through his extensive research
on spirituality and the art of joyous living in the
laboratory of life and nature. He oﬀers insights
to enhance and enrich one’s inner wisdom to
experience unfailing and unfading joy and peace
in all situations. He captivates the audience with
his deep melliﬂuous voice from which pearls of
wisdom gush out in the language which is playful,
profound and witty.
Dr. Sriram Gajula holds a BS in science and M.A., M.Phil., and Ph.D. in English
from Osmania University, India. He proclaimed spiritual truths and nature’s laws
and wrote more than a dozen books to make his wisdom accessible to a wider
audience. Dew Drops on a Lotus Leaf, Voyage into Consciousness, Journey into
Joy and Telling Stories: The Indian Way, Divinity in Nature, Pearls of Wisdom,
The Fragrance of Life, and Smiling Tears are more popular among his books.

Dr. Sriram Gajula has widely traveled in India and abroad. He loves silence and
solitude. He lives a life of anonymity except for a few occasional get-togethers and
one-on-one meetings, yet his impact is globally felt. He is a much-sought-after
speaker and advisor both in India and abroad.

For Registration and more details, contact:
Workshop 1 : Boston, MA, October 20-21, 2012
Contact : Sagar Kamarthi
Phone : 781-828-2461
E-mail : info@smilingtears.org
Website : smilingtears.org/boston

Journey

Sterling Publishers, New Delhi, published three biographies on Dr. Sriram Gajula.
The ﬁrst biography, In Search of Mother, is written by late Mr. C. Venkata Krishna,
who was an advocate at the High Court of Andhra Pradesh, India. The other two
biographies entitled The Face of Eternity and The Gospel of Love are authored
by Dr. M. Sivaramkrishna, former Professor and Head, Department of English,
Osmania University, India.

www.ramdigi.com Ph: 040-23751484

From Illusion to Illumination

Scientists discover laws
of physics and patterns in
biological systems. We use
this knowledge to ensure
our sustenance, wellbeing
and comfort. Similarly,
by knowing the nature’s
insights uncovered at
the Nature’s Wisdom
Workshop,
one
can
harmonize one’s life with
nature’s design — accept
and thrive on nature’s
ways joyfully.

This workshop makes us become
aware of the inherent joy.
Everyone was enthralled by Dr
Sri Ram SIR’s clear, lucid and
power-packed presentation. After
the workshop the journey of life
has become much easier and
joy has started emanating from
day-to-day activities. Dr. Pratap’s and Dr Warlu’s
discourses were very enriching and enlightening.
Ashish K. Kochargaonkar
Reliance Industries Ltd.
The two-day workshop on Spiritual
Intelligence for Great Living and
Fulﬁllment provided valuable
insights into the nuances of inner
growth and tranquility, which
is helpful in taking value-based
decisions.
B. Prasad Rao, IPS
Vice Chairman and Managing
Director, APSRTC, Hyderabad

Sagar Kamarthi, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Dept. of Mechanical and
Industrial Engineering
Northeastern University,

The jargon-free discourse and dialogue in the workshop were
very easy to understand as they were in the language of heart.
Hearing the main speaker Sri Ram ‘SIR’, one is bound to deduce
that spirituality is nothing but science. The rare visuals presented
by Dr. Pratap Sundar, a scientist to prove Nature’s intelligence and
love were marvelous. Dr. Warlu, a great personal development
trainer proved that the human power is determined by thoughts,
beliefs, feelings and emotions.

M. Nageswara Rao
Principal, Eenadu Journalism School, Ramoji Group,

Joint Collector
Visakhapatnam

The two-day workshop teaches the practical application of Spiritual
Wisdom in a variety of challenging situations of life. It transforms
the wintry frozen realms of life into springs of tangible Joy. Sri Ram
‘SIR’s means and tools of spiritual wisdom make the metaphysical
aspects of life become crystal - clear physical truths that we can
experience every moment. The co-facilitation of Dr. Pratap and
Dr. Warlu greatly enriches the program and gives a feeling of
consummate joy.

M. K. Singh, IPS

Chief Vigilance and Security Oﬃcer, TTD, Tirupati

I came from the USA to attend the workshop and it has been a
wonderful experience. It taught me how to live a vibrant life in
place of mere mechanical existence. I sincerely recommend this
program to everyone.
Wells Fargo, Charlotte, NC, USA

M. Girija Shankar, IAS

K. S. Sreenivasa Raju, IAS
Joint Executive Oﬃcer, Tirumala, TTD, Tirupati

The program turns on the light inside and makes life more
meaningful and much more joyous. The path shown by Sri Ram
‘SIR’ removes all worries and tensions and provides a safety net
to our lives.

Ramakrishna Nallapati
I learnt that the essence of Spiritual intelligence is eﬀective
balancing of the head, heart and soul, which is possible
only by adhering to Laws of Nature.

The unprecedented and unparalleled workshop provided us with Nature’s
secrets and laws which turn illusions into illuminations and fears into joys.
It washed oﬀ all the age-old spiritual doubts. The program proved Nature’s
omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence and unalloyed love for its
creation. The workshop showed a path to live a great life of uninterrupted
joy and peace. The greatest thing I’ve ever done for myself is attending this
program.

The workshop aimed at not mere cerebral understanding but
instinctive internalization of eternal truths and helps one to
celebrate the moments of life, rain or shine.

P. Venkata Rami Reddy, IAS

Joint Collector, West Godavari District

Dr. L. S. Bhujanga Rao, Ph.D. DABR, DABMP
Senior Radiation Physicist, Sutter Medical Physics Center, CA, USA

The insights from the scientiﬁc explanations, experiencing the
“Presence” of the presenter is the most valuable part. By clearing
cobwebs and confusions about life and nature, the saintly presence
and the presentations helped everyone experience serenity and sanity.
Having known Dr. Pratap Sundar for the past 25 years, I continue
to be amazed by his exceptional insights. Dr. Warlu innovatively
integrated the pragmatic aspects and values in explaining principles
of personal development.

Dr. E. S. Srinivas

Faculty, Indian School of Business (ISB), Hyderabad

Reaching the state of uninterrupted
happiness is the ultimate goal of
human race. The subject “Spiritual
Intelligence” taught by great guru Dr.
Sri Ram ‘SIR’, Dr. Pratap Sundar and
Dr. Warlu with laws of nature, which
are beyond the purview of scientiﬁc
theories leads ordinary mortals like
us to the doorsteps of Happiness
Quotient (HQ) and paves the way for quality life and
living.
C. Ramakrishna,
Director, MAA Television Network, Hyderabad
I got an opportunity to listen,
understand and assimilate the
power-packed words spoken at
the workshop which remained as a
reference experience in my life. I will
attend every future workshop until it
gets into my blood, bile and bones.

Dr. K. S. M. S. Raghava Rao
Scientist and FIE Head, Department
of Food Engineering, CFTRI,
Mysore

I derived immense joy from this
rare and unique two-day program
listening to a great exposition of
Nature’s laws. I am sure I will succeed
in my life better by implementing
these laws.

Galla Vijay Naidu
Vice President and SBU Head,
Amara Raja Group, Tirupati

I learnt several things from
my ‘guru’ SriRamji’s unique
presentation and was thoroughly
convinced by his concept of
spirituality which is scientiﬁc and
transcends dogma or creed. The
only way to salvage our world,
riven by hatred and violence, is
to practise guruji’s spirituality
which is a posture of the soul but
not a system of beliefs. The laws
of interpersonal relations taught
by SriRamji alone bring us ‘peace
amidst agitation’. He proved
beyond any doubt that God
communicates himself through
the manifestations of nature. I
wish if humanity would listen to
my guru’s voice there would be
less pain, suﬀering and mistrust
between man and man.

Padma Bhushan Prof. Shiv
K. Kumar, Ph.D. (Cambridge)
FRSL Poet, Playwright, Novelist
and Short-story Writer Formerly,
Vice-Chancellor, University of
Hyderabad.

